Directions to Room H2519, International Projects Section

Address: Straße des 17. Juni 135, 10623 Berlin, Department of International Affairs
Room H2518 and H2513 are located on the same corridor.
There is another document giving you the Directions to the Rooms H2020, H2021, H2022

To get to the office, you can either take the elevator or the stairs.

A) Via Elevator

1. Go to the main building of TU Berlin.
2. Do not enter the first elevator you see but turn right. Then turn left before you pass the doors.

3. Walk down the hallway and turn right in the end.
4. Walk down the hallway until you spot the elevator sign on a sign to your left. Turn left.

5. Enter the elevator and push Z. This marks the floor between second and third.

6. Walk down the hallway until Room 2519 is on your right side.
B) Via the stairs

1. Go to the main building of TU Berlin.

2. Walk up the stairs and turn to your left. Then, walk up the stairwell.

3. At the end of the stairwell, turn to your right.
4. Right after you turned and went through the door you will see a door to your left. Pass that door. Then, walk up the stairwell.

5. Pass the door you have reached after walking up the stairwell and the office is right behind it on your left.